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Two-Dimensional Smectic Ordering of Linear DNA Chains
in Self-Assembled DNA-Cationic Liposome Mixtures
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We report a synchrotron x-ray scattering study of linear DNA chains and cationic liposome mixt
which spontaneously self-assemble into a coupled two-dimensional (2D) smectic phase of DNA c
imbedded between lipid bilayers of a 3D smectic phase. The DNA peak is quantitatively describe
anisotropic exponentially decayingchain-chain correlations. The measured interchain compressibi
modulusBsdd as a function of the interhelical spacingd of the 2D smectic, with25 , d , 60 Å, is not
described by hard core repulsions but, rather, is dominated at larger spacingsd . 35 Å by long-range
electrostatic repulsions. [S0031-9007(97)04054-4]

PACS numbers: 87.15.By, 61.30.Eb, 64.70.Md, 82.70.Kj
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Over the last two decades the elastic and charge prop
ties of the structurally well defined DNA macromolecul
has lead to many important experimental studies [1
Structural studies have centered around probing the vari
dense conformations of giant DNA molecules, with sim
larity to their biologically active native state, either induce
by multivalent cations [2] or in high density liquid crys-
talline phases, both in vitro and in vivo in packing of DNA
in cells [3].

More recently, there has been a tremendous surge
interest in elucidating the structures in complexes consi
ing of DNA mixed with oppositely charged (cationic) li-
posomes (closed bilayer shells of lipid molecules). Th
is because they have been shown to be able to mimic c
tain characteristics of natural viruses in their ability to a
as efficient chemical carriers of extracellular DNA acros
outer cell membranes and nuclear membranes for ge
therapy applications [4]. The complexes are novel stat
tical mechanical systems forming interacting tensionle
one-dimensional (1D) polymeric chains physisorbed on
and confined between 2D fluid membranes with curvatu
elasticity [5]. More generally, the nature of interaction
between polymers and membranes is actively studied a
remains far from being understood [6].

In this Letter we report a synchrotron x-ray study wit
quantitative line shape analysis which demonstrates tha
this recently discovered multilayered DNA-cationic lipo
some complex shown schematically in Fig. 1 [5], the 1
array of DNA chains sandwiched between cationic mem
branes exhibits a novel anisotropic chain-chain correlati
function gsrd which decays faster than algebraic and fal
into the experimentally rare 2D smectic class [7]. Th
system constitutes the lower dimensional analog of thre
dimensional smectic-A phases studied in numerous con
densed matter materials in thermotropics [8], in lyotrop
multilayer membranes [9], and in polymeric smectics [10

The free energy density of a 2D smectic is given by
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where usx, zd is a continuum displacement field of th
DNA chains with respect to a perfect lattice in the loc
coordinate system defined in Fig. 1. The 2D smectic l
tice compressibility modulus is denoted byB sergycm2d,
while the splay modulusK  kyd (erg) is related to the
bending modulus of a single chaink (erg cm). Equa-
tion (1) differs from the Hamiltonian of previously stud
ied 2D systems such as stripe-phase domain walls in
there is no line tension term [11], so that DNA chain flu
tuations are governed by their bending rigidity alone.

The correlation functiongsx, zd  kexpsiq0fusx, zd 2

us0, 0dgl can be calculated from Eq. (1) analogous to t
derivation of the three-dimensional counterpart [8,1

FIG. 1. Sketch of the self-assembled DNA/lipid complex wi
the DNA double helices represented by rods in between
lipid membrane comprising the neutral and cationic lipids. T
corresponding lipid headgroups are shown in light and da
shades, respectively.dL denotes the multilamellar periodicity
andd the DNA spacing.
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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with q0  2pyd, d  DNA interhelical spacing (Fig. 1),
l  sKyBd0.5, and h  kBTq2

0ys2pd2B and erfszd de-
noting the error function. Parallel to the chains th
correlation function decays exponentiallygsx, z ! 0d 
expf2jxjyjxg with a corresponding correlation length
jx  lyhp2. Normal to the chains the correlations deca
asgsx ! 0, zd  expfszyjzd0.5g, with jz  lys2phd2p .

The samples were prepared by mixing lambda-pha
DNA (48502 bp, contour length of 16.5mm) with li-
posomes in ultrapure water as described previously [
When mixing aqueous solutions of DNA with a sus
pension of cationic lipid vesicles (cationic liposomes),
highly condensed system (complex) is formed in a se
assembled manner, where the cationic lipids neutralize
negative phosphate groups on the DNA (Fig. 1). The lip
somes consisted of cationic DOTAP (dioleoyl-trimethy
ammonium-propane) and neutral DOPC (dioleoy
phophatidylcholine) at various weight ratiosn 
massfDOPCgymassfDOTAPg with DOTAPyDNA 
2.2 swt.ywt.d kept constant at the isoelectric point o
the complexes where the cationic DOTAP lipids exact
balance the negative phosphate groups of DNA. T
unoriented samples were sealed in 1.5 mm quartz x-
capillaries. The x-ray experiments (8 keV) were carrie
out at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory. T
measured line shape did not depend on the instrument re
lution function [5,9], which had a width typically 10 times
smaller than the peak, and much faster decaying tails.

Representative small-angle scans are displayed
Fig. 2(a), shifted by multiplicative factors for sample
of increasing mass ration of neutral to cationic lipid
(from top to bottomn  0, 0.67, 1.5, 2.33, and 5.25).
While the lamellar (001) peaks only move slightly with
n towards smallerq, the much broader and weaker pea
arising from the DNA-DNA correlations (vertical arrows
shifts over a wide range corresponding to a change
the DNA interhelical spacingd from essentially closed
packed at 26 Å to significantly dilute at 54 Å. The mea
sured curvedsnd is displayed in Fig. 2(b) in membranes
comprised of either DOPC/DOTAP or DLPC/DDAB
(which results in thinner membrane) mixtures. Th
increase agrees well with the geometric packing relatio
shipd  sADyrDdysdmyrld sLyDd [solid, dashed lines in
Fig. 2(b)] derived previously [5]. Here,AD is the DNA
cross sectional area,rD andrl the densities of DNA and
lipid, respectively,dm the membrane thickness, andLyD
the total lipid to DNA mass ratio. The average thickne
of the water gapdw  dL 2 dm remains nearly constant
corresponding to the diameter of DNA 2rD  20 Å
plus a hydration layer. At higher dilution the system
e
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FIG. 2. (a) Small-angle scattering of charge-neutral DNA
complexes in excess water. Curves for samples of increas
ratios between neutral and cationic lipidn are shifted by
multiplicative factors: from top to bottomn  0, 0.67, 1.5,
2.33, and 5.25. Apart from very sharp Bragg reflections wi
the typical power-law tails of multilamellar phases, a muc
broader and weaker peak arising from DNA-DNA correlation
is observed (vertical arrows). In some samples a weak p
is observed at the position of the second DNA harmon
(see inset). (b) From the peak positions as a function ofn
the average interhelical spacingd between the DNA chains
is obtained, and can be compared to the simple relations
expected for simple 1D packing (see text).

eventually phase separates to a phase of complexe
coexistence with a pure lipid lamellar phase [Fig. 2(
bottom atn  5.25] [13].

The tails in the lamellar (001) peaks decay alg
braically, but simulations showed significant deviation
from the standard Caille line shape [12]. This is not su
prising since it may be expected that the bending rigid
km of the membrane will be locally anisotropic, with on
direction stiffened by the presence of the DNA chain [13
Already on the large scale of Fig. 2(a), one recognizes
peculiar asymmetric line shape that directly relates to t
confinement of DNA chains in a 2D layered structure.
some samples a very weak and broad second harmoni
the DNA was observed [see inset in Fig. 2(a)].

To model the data, we numerically calculate the stru
ture factor of the DNA correlation peaks fromgsx, zd.
Since the data were taken from perfectly isotropic susp
sions the “single crystal” result then has to be “powd
averaged” in 3D. First, the structure factor is averag
in the two-dimensionalqx 2 qz space over the anglef
between the average helical axis of the DNA and theqx

axis, resulting in an expression that is applicable when
DNA is powderlike with a finite domain sizeL [9], but the
2583
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membrane stacks are perfectly oriented,
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3 gsx, zde2r2pyL2

eisq2Gd?r. (3)

Here q  sqx , qzd, r  sx, zd, G  q0ẑ. Investigating
the resulting line shapes one finds that curves of fixedjz

andL become independent ofjx (apart from an absolute
scaling factor), ifjx becomes larger thand [13]. In other
words in this limit, the line shape is the same as that of
equivalent ensemble of rigid rods fluctuating only in the
positions alongz.

In the next step, the membrane normal is summed ov
all configurations with respect toq [14],

S3Dsqd ~
Z py2

2py2
du sinsudS2Dsssq sinsudddd

3

∑
J1sssrDq cossudddd

r0q cossud

∏2

fysssq cossudddd . (4)

The second factor in the integrand is the cylindrical form
factor of DNA with radius rD  11 Å, and fysqyd is
the structure factor of the truncation rod which measur
DNA-lattice correlations between layers and is a consta
for a true 2D system. However,fy  1 does not fit
the data with the right tail of the simulated peak bein
systematically too high [dotted line of Fig. 3(c)]. In othe
words, the model of perfectly flat and uncorrelated plan
of DNA cannot explain all the data. After adding an
effective Debye-Waller factor for the DNA rod which
takes into account the thermal fluctuations in they
component (normal to the membrane) in the DNA-cha
displacement functionuysx, zd, the data can be fitted well
for samples with smalld # 30 Å with an rms roughness
sku2

yld0.5 ø 10 Å (with the lateral length scales of the
DNA domainsL ø 500 Å). However, for largerd the
required fluctuations increase tremendously withsku2

yld0.5

between0.4dL and0.6dL. Such strong fluctuations would
affect the (001) peak significantly and completely wip
out the second harmonic lamellar peak, in contradictio
to the experimental observation. We therefore conclu
that at largerd a correlation between DNA of neighboring
layers (correlation in they direction) becomes important.
To account for this we takefysqyd  1ys1yj2

y 1 q2
yd in

Eq. (4) which describes exponentially decaying position
and orientational correlations alongy.

Figure 3 shows 4 representative fits of the data
Eq. (4) along the lipid dilution line, for (a) n  0, (b) 1,
(c) 1.5, and (d) 3 (d spacings of 27.6, 38.1, 47.9, and
54.7 Å), with respective least-squares deviations ofx2 
1.24, 1.66, 1.65, and 0.83. The curves are plotted as
function of the normalized wave vectorsq 2 q0dyq0, and
have been shifted by additive constants along the absci
for better comparison. In curve (a) the lamellar (002) peak
falls on the left slope of the DNA correlation peak so tha
the affected data points had to be removed resulting
larger fitting uncertainties. The fitting parameters of th
model werejz, jy , L, andd. jx was kept constant in the
2584
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FIG. 3. The DNA correlation peaks of four representativ
samples: (a) n  0, (b) n  1, (c) n  1.5, and (d) n  3,
corresponding tod  27.6, 38.1, 47.9, and 54.7 Å, respec
tively. The normalized peaks are displayed as a function
the normalized wave vectorsq 2 q0dyq0 and after background
subtraction. The straight lines represent least-squares fits to
2D smectic structure factor with exponential correlation acro
different layers. The dotted line in curve (c) is a simulation
without such a correlation, i.e., withfy  1 in Eq. (4).

range where it does not affect the line shapejx . 2d (see
above).

In the simulations,L determined by the width of
the Gaussian-like center of the curve is found to va
nonsystematically withd, in a range between 500 an
1200 Å, corresponding to 2 to 4 times the correlatio
length jz. The fitting results forjz shown in Fig. 4(a)
exhibit a moderate, roughly linear increase ofjz with
d. Using the above definitions ofjz and jx , one can
extract the 2D chain-chain compressional modulusB 
s2pd2222y3hfskBTd4y3yK1y3g sjzydd2y3s1yd2dj. The splay

FIG. 4. The parameters obtained from the line shape analy
(a) Correlation lengthsjz along the packing axis. (b) The
correlation lengthjy across the layers. (c) The values for th
compressional modulusB in double-logarithmic scale. The de
crease with d is much more moderate than the theoret
prediction (dotted line) for 1D packing of rigid rods with har
core repulsion (radiusrD  11 Å). The solid line corresponds
to the Poisson-Boltzmann model of electrostatically induc
lipid counterion pressure (see text).
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modulusK can be estimated from the DNA chain pe
sistence length in two dimensionsjp  2kykBT 
2KdykBT , which has been experimentally measure
ø500 Å [15]. The corresponding values ofBsdd are
plotted in (c). Different values ofjp merely change the
curve by a multiplicative factor, but not thed dependence.

First, Bsdd can be compared to the prediction for a on
dimensionally packed hard-core system (e.g., hard cyl
ders) with radiusrD  11.5 Å, which is shown as a dotted
line in Fig. 4(c), using the analytical expression derived
[16]. The measured values are found to be significan
higher at larged . 35 Å. Thus, the ordering cannot jus
be an effect of close packing although at short distanc
d , 35 Å we expect hydration repulsion forces to con
tribute toB [17]. Exponentially decaying electrostatic in
teractions similar to those observed in hexagonal DN
liquid crystalline phases which result inB ~ expf2dylDg
[17] can be ruled out ford . 35 Å, since a fit to this form
is only consistent for a Debye lengthlD  25 Å which
corresponds to salt concentrations more than an orde
magnitude larger than in the mixtures prepared in mil
pore water with free ion concentration,1 mM.

At larger d . 35 Å, outside of the hydration regime
our data are consistent with DNA chain-chain interactio
being dominated by longer-ranged electrostatics and
entropic pressure of the lipid counterions (with the latt
vanishing asn ! 0 for pure DOTAP membranes withd ø
27 Å). At low salt concentrations the cationic lipids repre
sent the dominant counterions to the DNA. As the low
dimensional analog to the solved case of charged me
branes in pure water with no added salt [18], we expect
2D counterion pressurePsdd [forceylength] between DNA
chains to fall off to lowest order asP ~ pkBTyf2lBsd 2

rdg, wherelB  e2ys´kBTd  7.1 Å is the Bjerrum length
in water (e  unit charge,́  dielectric constant 80),
and r , rD is an effective excluded radius which is ex
pected to be determined by a combination of the fin
size of the counterion lipid (DOTAP) head group andrD .
The compressional modulusBsdd  2d ≠Py≠d is plotted
as the solid line in Fig. 4(c) for the reasonable value
r  4.4 Å. An overall prefactor to the computedB was
also a fitting parameter. Thus, the simple dimensional
argument is in qualitative agreement with the experime
tal results. A fit to a recent calculation of thed depen-
dence ofB [19], including the long-ranged electrostatic
and entropic effects contributing toB, is forthcoming [13].
In particular, we expect lipid chain stretch/compressio
which changes the membrane cationic charge density in
sponse to local changes in the DNA density, to contribu
to B. We find that the correlationsjyd between adjacent
DNA layers increases for largerd [Fig. 4(b)] consistent
with a simple electrostatic calculation where the elect
field decays exponentially alongy with a decay length pro-
portional tod [19].

We have demonstrated that DNA orders as a fin
sized 2D smectic phase in the 3D smectic DNA-lip
complex with weak correlations between layers [20]. Th
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ordering is found to be consistent with the presenc
of long-ranged repulsive electrostatic forces. While w
have measured the interhelical distance dependence
Bsdd of the 2D smectic phase,B and K could not be
determined independently in unoriented samples. Stud
in aligned samples measuringK will open up a new way
to determine the persistence length of surface adsorb
polyelectrolytes.
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